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Maltese speakers are faced with a dichotomy in their morphological system: Sound
plurals are built concatenatively by adding a suffix to the singular. Broken plurals
are formed non-concatenatively by changing the prosody of the singular stem.
Both plurals show a great variety of patterns (Azzopardi-Alexander and Borg,
1997; Schembri, 2012). Even though processing of broken plurals alone has been
studied (Abdalla et al., 2012; Ayyad, 2011; Benmamoun et al., 2014; Drake and
Sharp, 2017; Dawdy-Hesterberg and Pierrehumbert; Mayer et al., 2013; McCarthy
and Prince, 1990), a comparison between the processing of broken and sound
plurals has not been made.
Our talk addresses these questions: Is the processing dependent on the type of
morphology? Do native speakers spot mistakes in sound plurals in the same way
as they spot mistakes in broken plurals?
We investigated processing of Maltese plurals with an eye-tracking experiment
with visual world paradigm (Allopenna and Tanenhaus, 1998; Cooper, 1974; Mitterer and Reinisch, 2013, 2017). Participants heard spoken plurals with a correct
or an alternative plural form (see table 1) and had to click on a matching picture.
Table 1: Items
Correct
Sound lukanda, pl. lukandi
Broken kelb, pl. klieb

Incorrect
garaxx, pl. graxex
ċerv, pl. ċervi

We analyzed the results with a generalized additive model. Plurals in Maltese
are treated differently: Overall participants show a preference for correct sound
plurals (figure 1): There are more looks to the correct sound plural (yellow line),
than to the incorrect sound plural (red line). In contrast, there are as many looks
to the correct broken plural (green line) as to the incorrect broken plural (blue
line).
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Figure 1: Proportion of fixations on targets
We conclude that Maltese speakers are more certain about sound plurals than
about broken plurals. This shows that within a morphological system, there are
qualitative differences (Albright and Hayes, 2003). The processing of plurals correlates with the morphological subsystem they are part of: A sound plural is an
acceptable alternative to an existing broken plural, but a broken plural is not an
acceptable alternative to an existing sound one.
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